
Minutes - Age Group Committee (Fall 2016): Members Present: 
Lucas Ferreira (GA, Chair)   Hanna Lee (Athlete) Jamey Myers (SCAT)       Pike Hightower (RAYS) 
Mike Radford (ABSC)    Sydney Pepper (DAQ) Mary Buzeta (DYNA)    Scot Davis (SA) Nick Graves (DYNA)                      
Meeting called to order at 9:45am 
1) Approve Minutes a) Spring 2016.  

 Moved by Jamey, second by Pike. No further discussion. Approved b) July 2016  Moved by Jamey, second by Mary. No further discussion. Approved  
2) LC Meet State Review a) From Scot Davis: need to make a recommendation regarding finals procedures (how 

many heats to parade, announce; announce awards, etc)?    Scot believes the wide variation in how finals have been run at Age Group State (especially on the first night) is against the athletes’ best interest, and so there should be a 
recommendation from the Committee in order to keep the flow of competition;    Steve Potter - there will always be wide variation to what coaches want; need to remain 
flexible in order to keep the meet moving and keep that in the hands of the meet hosts and referee; 
   Hugh Convery - in favor of doing away with awards, but reminds that that is against the wishes of parents in the LSC (though athletes and especially coaches seem to be widely in favor); 
   Mary Buzeta - reminds that athletes specified previously that they would like to keep walk-outs in lieu of awards presentation 
   Lucas - reminds we shouldn’t over legislate the meet, and there is not an official motion on the floor; a recommendation from Age Group Committee should include specifics     Pike moved to table discussion; Mike second. Tabled (note: there seemed to be a 
consensus that a recommendation would be welcome, so members of the committee should put that in writing and submit it for next meeting) 

 b) Disability Athletes’ Language on all State Meet - Recommendation from Pat Thoreson: 
“Any swimmer with a disability that is not classifiable by the International Paralympic Committee (IPC) standards, that has been diagnosed by a physician as having a disability may compete if they meet the national version of the time standard derived from that disabilities' international governing body world standards. " 

Mary - Motion to approve; Pike second; no further discussion. Approved.  
3) Zone Championships a) 2016 Zone Team report (Jason Swaim, 2016 Zone Team Head Coach) 

Report by Sydney Pepper (2016 Zone Team General Manager) during the meeting: some technical difficulties with travel (bus broke down); team in close competition with NC during the week, came out as the runner-up; reports of some athletes breaking Code of Conduct 
during the last night (after competition was over) to be investigated and dealt with by Board of Directors 
 b) Submit language for Rules and Regs regarding use of LCM times for 15-18 age group 

(see Appendix I) 



This had been approved in the April meeting, so this item was just housekeeping; no further discussion or votes warranted. 
 4) Cuts for LCM Age Group state for 2017-2020 quad 

a) Criteria used for adjusting cuts: i) Event with avrg # swimmers under 10.0 = add 1.5% ii) Events with avrg # swimmers between 10.1 and 14.9 = add 1% 
iii) Events with avrg # swimmers between 15.0 and 19.9 = add 0.5% iv) Events with avrg # swimmers between 20.0 and 27.0 = No changes 
v) Events with avrg # swimmers between 27.1 and 32.0 = drop 1% vi) Events with avrg # swimmers over 32.1 = drop 1.5% vii) Non-conforming (SCY) cuts were first adjusted accordingly, then revised so that ALL 

SCY cuts are equal to or faster than the cuts for the SCY meet (that's why some events in which the LCM cuts were not adjusted there is an adjustment for the SCY 
cut) Clarification from Lucas - goal is to balance the meet (have somewhat even number of 

entries in every event/age). Additionally, goal is to keep cuts for 4 years, but certain events - change of venue (8 lanes vs. 10 lanes), re-structure of meet format - could force them to be reviewed prior to that. Mary moved to approve; Mike second; Approved. 
 5) 2017 LC State Bids 

a) Gwinnett Aquatics Bids to host 2017 Summer Age Group Champs at Ga Tech, July 20-23; events fee to raise to $7.00/individual event; $14.00/relay, late-entries, time-trials; facility surcharge kept at $15.00 
No other bids from the floor;  Hugh (meet manager) clarifies entry process will now allow for updated entries up to the 
final entry deadline, however teams who do not their bulk of entries during the initial deadline will not have a chance to catch mistakes in first psych sheet and will be responsible for those 
Mary moves to approve bid; Nick second; Approved.  

6) From Senior Committee a) Change to Georgia Scratch rule: Allow athletes who fail to scratch finals and then no show for finals at a Championship 
Meet to have an option of paying a (hefty) fee in order to be allowed to compete through the rest of the meet 

Stu clarified that USA-Swimming scratch rule allows for that to take place at National meets only when swimmers fail to show up for deck-seeded events, not when swimmers fail to scratch or compete in finals. 
Motion withdrawn  

7) LSC Select Camps No updates. 
 8) Future of Age Group Champs 

   No updates or proposals; Lucas urges the committee members to engage in conversation with various members of the LSC in order to get input, and to think beyond “fixing” the current 
meet. Further discussions amongst the committee to take place via conference calls  

Motion to Adjourn by Jamey; Second by Scot; Meeting adjourned at 10:20am  



Appendix I  
12.4 Zone Team Selection 
The procedure for the selection of the Zone Team representing Georgia Swimming is divided into two 
categories based on ages. The selection process will be based on the swimmers with the fastest times 
correlated to a point system. The criteria for the selection for the different ages are described as follows: 
12.4.1.1 Swimmers 15-18 years old: 
In order to be considered you must fill out an on-line registration form and submit it before April 15th. The 
on-line registration form will be posted on the Georgia Swimming website prior to Zone Team selection. 
Swimmers will be notified when the registration forms are available. Seven Eight athletes from each 
gender will be selected based on the criteria below. Once selected a swimmer must submit a $100 
deposit and commit to training from April through July for the Zone meet. 
Selection Criteria: 
The fastest swimmers to apply in the 100-yard distance 100s of each stroke will be automatically 
selected. In case different swimmers apply with SCY and LCM times, the automatic spot will be 
determined based on time difference to the 5pts standard for that event (either the swimmer whose time 
is furthest below the standard, or the swimmer with the time closest to the standard in case neither 
swimmer has 5pts); in case of a tie in time difference, the automatic spot will go to the swimmer applying 
with a LCM time. The remaining slots will be given to the swimmers with the highest scores based on the 
standards listed in Appendix II. Swimmers should choose the six events in which they have the highest 
score. 
Score Calculation 
In order to calculate a score, the swimmer will choose the six events in which he/she has the best times. 
Use the chart in Appendix II to calculate a score based on the six fastest times and which give the highest 
scores. After you have chosen your events enter them on the application form.  
12.4.1.2 Swimmers 14 & Under 
Any swimmer wanting to be considered for the Zone Team must complete an on-line registration form and 
send in a $50 deposit, (check payable to GA Swimming). The on-line registration form will be posted on 
the Georgia Swimming website prior to Zone Team selection. Swimmers will be notified when the 
registration forms are available. Time trials and lead-off splits will not be considered in the selection 
process. The scoring process will only involve swimmers being considered for the Zone Team. Up to four 
automatic berths are given to the swimmers with the fastest times in each of the 100s of each individual 
stroke. The remaining team positions will be chosen based on scoring. See the State Championship meet 
announcement for complete details. The $50 deposit will be refunded if the swimmer fails to make the 
team. If a swimmer makes the team the deposit will be used as a down payment. The deposit will be 
forfeited if the swimmer chooses to opt out of the selection process after the deposit is received.  


